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Abstract

The effect of loading conditions on the tensile stress versus strain response of micron-sized planar crystals with a single active slip system is investigated via finite and small deformation discrete dislocation plasticity analyses. When rotation of the tensile axis is prevented, lattice curvature is induced in the crystal in both the small and finite strain analyses with the build-up of geometrically necessary dislocations resulting in a hardening response. The hardening rate is higher in the small strain analyses and this is attributed to the assumption of linear kinematics in that analysis. On the other hand, when rotation of the tensile axis is permitted, no lattice curvature is induced in the crystal in the small strain analysis resulting in an ideally plastic response. However, the change in the geometry of the crystal induces bending moments in the crystal in the finite strain analyses giving rise to a mildly hardening tensile stress versus strain response.

© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, considerable activity has been directed at experimentally investigating the behavior of micron-sized crystals with the aim of investigating plasticity size effects in the absence of macroscopically imposed strain gradients. For example, Hemker and co-workers [1,2] have pioneered a micro-sample testing methodology for investigating the room and high temperature tensile response of single and polycrystalline samples with widths \( \geq 2 \mu \text{m} \). More recently, Uchic et al. [3] investigated the compressive response of Ni single crystals oriented for single-slip deformation using a conventional nanoindentation device fitted with a flat-punch indentation tip. These studies report marked size effects with the tensile and compressive strength of the materials increasing with decreasing size.

The significance of boundary conditions on the tensile response of single crystals has long been recognized at least within the context of continuum plasticity: rotation of the crystal lattice changes the resolved shear stress on the slip systems and which, in turn, affects subsequent straining, see for example [4]. In this study, we employ finite and small strain discrete dislocation plasticity to investigate the effects of boundary conditions and lattice rotation on the tensile response of micron-sized single-slip system planar crystals.

2. Finite strain formulation

Deshpande et al. [5] presented a framework for analyzing finite deformation plasticity problems where plastic flow arises from the collective motion of discrete dislocations. The main assumptions in this framework are: (i) dislocation glide is the mechanism of plastic deformation, (ii) lattice strains remain small away from the dislocation cores and (iii) the elastic properties are unaffected by slip. The formulation accounts for: (i) finite deformation-induced lattice rotations and (ii) the effect of shape changes due to slip on the momentum balance. Thus, this formulation is ideally suited to investigate the effects of boundary conditions and lattice rotations on the tensile response of micron-sized specimens.

Similar to the small strain formulation in [6], the total displacement rate or stress fields are assumed to be given by a
superposition of the analytically known fields of dislocations in an infinite medium and the complimentary fields that enforce the boundary conditions. In the finite strain analysis, the complimentary problem is nonlinear and is solved iteratively using an updated Lagrangian scheme. Readers are referred to [5] for further details.

3. Uniaxial tension with single slip

Plane strain finite and small strain discrete dislocation plasticity predictions for uniaxial tension with single slip are contrasted, for two sets of boundary conditions. We analyze an elastically isotropic crystal with Young's modulus $E = 70$ GPa and Poisson's ratio $\nu = 0.33$, which are representative values for aluminum. Consistent with the plane strain assumption, only edge dislocations are considered with Burgers vector $b = 0.25$ nm, which does not change during deformation since the elastic stretch of the lattice is assumed to be negligible. The undeformed crystal is of dimension $2H \times 2\bar{W}$, with $H = 2.0$ mm and $W = 0.5$ mm, and has one slip system making an angle $\phi = 45^\circ$ with the positive $x_1$ axis. Initially, the crystal is free of mobile dislocations, but dislocations can generate from 60 sources that are equally dispersed over the slip planes. The sources nucleate a dipole oriented along the tensile axis. This boundary condition is representative of those in the micro-sample tensile tests of Hemker and co-workers [1,2].

The first dislocation activity occurs at $t_{\text{act}} \approx 10$ ns; $t_{\text{act}}$ is taken to have a Gaussian distribution with a mean strength $\sigma_{\text{act}} = 50$ MPa and a standard deviation of 1 MPa. There is also a random distribution of 30 point obstacles with $\tilde{\tau}_{\text{dis}} = 150$ MPa.

The drag coefficient for glide is

$$B = 10^{-4} \text{Pa}\text{s}$$

which is a representative value for several f.c.c. crystals and $L_a = 6b$. The finite deformation calculations are compared with results from small deformation calculations on identical crystals subject to the same boundary conditions, carried out as described in [7].

The tensile axis is aligned with the $x_3$ direction and tension is imposed by prescribing the displacement rates $\dot{u}_1 = U$, $\dot{u}_2 = 0$ on $x_3 = 2H + U$, and $\dot{u}_1 = -U$, $\dot{u}_2 = 0$ on $x_3 = -U$, where $U = \int U/dt$. The lateral edges, those initially on $x_2 = \pm \bar{W}$, are traction free, i.e. $T_1 = T_2 = 0$. A time step of $\Delta t = 0.5$ ms is needed to resolve the dislocation dynamics so a rather high loading rate $U/H = 2000 \text{s}^{-1}$ is used. With these common set of boundary conditions we explore the effect of the constraint imposed by the tensile grips by considering in turn, the following two additional boundary conditions:

(i) Tensile axis rotation restricted: $\dot{u}_2 = 0$ is imposed on two material points at $(x_3, 0)$ and $(2H - x_3, 0)$ in the undeformed configuration, where $x_3 = 0.1$ mm. This simulates the constraint imposed by the grips which prevents the rotation of the line spanning $(x_3, 0)$ to $(2H - x_3, 0)$, referred to here as the tensile axis. This boundary condition is representative of those in the micro-sample tensile tests of Uchik et al. [3].

(ii) Tensile axis rotation permitted: $\dot{u}_2 = 0$ is imposed on one material point at $(2H - x_3, 0)$ in the undeformed configuration, where $x_3 = 0.1$ mm. This prevents rigid body translation in the $x_3$ direction but does not restrict the rotation of the tensile axis of the specimen. It is worth mentioning here that even though rotation of the tensile axis of the specimen is permitted, the applied displacements prevent the rotation of the ends of the specimen. This boundary condition is representative of those in the compression tests of Uchik et al. [3].

3.1. Tensile axis rotation restricted boundary condition

The nominal stress, $\sigma_{\text{nom}}$, versus strain, $U/H$, response of this single crystal employing the finite strain discrete dislocation plasticity framework is shown in Fig. 1. The first dislocation activity occurs at $\sigma_{\text{nom}} \approx 100$ MPa and is followed by a sharp decrease in the load followed by a fluctuating $\sigma_{\text{nom}}$ versus $U/H$ response up to $U/H \approx 0.01$. Subsequently, the specimen exhibits a linear hardening.

![Comparison between finite strain and small strain predictions for boundary condition with tensile axis rotation restricted. (a) Nominal tensile stress versus nominal strain and (b) evolution of dislocation density with nominal strain.](image-url)
response with a hardening rate $d\sigma_{\text{nom}}/d(U/H) \approx G/30$, where $G$ is the shear modulus of the crystal. The corresponding dislocation density $\rho_{\text{dis}}$, (number of dislocations per unit area in a central 1 μm x 1.5 μm region) shown in Fig. 1b, increases approximately quadratically with $U/H$. For comparison purposes, the corresponding small strain discrete dislocation plasticity predictions are included in Fig. 1. The small strain analysis predicts a much higher hardening rate of the crystal, $d\sigma_{\text{nom}}/d(U/H) \approx G/10$, and a lower dislocation density that increases approximately linearly with $U/H$.

The dislocation structures and contours of the lattice rotation $\phi^*$, predicted by the finite and small strain analyses at $U/H = 0.045$ are plotted in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. In both cases, the constraint imposed by restraining the tensile axis to remain parallel to the $x_1$ axis results in the formation of a kink band at $\theta \approx -45^\circ$ with respect to the $x_1$ axis (i.e. perpendicular to the original slip direction). The finite strain calculation predicts an increased lattice rotation within the kink band compared to the small strain analysis: since the density of geometrically necessary dislocations scales linearly with curvature, this is consistent with the higher dislocation density in the finite strain analysis. Further, curving of the slip system due to lattice rotations occurs only in the finite strain analysis. The large lattice rotations suggest the need to employ a finite strain formulation. The high hardening rate predicted by the small strain analysis likely arises from the assumption of linear kinematics.

3.2. Tensile axis rotation permitted boundary condition

The finite and small strain discrete dislocation plasticity predictions of the nominal stress versus nominal strain

\[ \text{Fig. 2. Contours of the lattice rotation } \phi^* \text{ and the dislocation structure at } U/H = 0.045 \text{ as predicted by the (a) finite strain and (b) small strain analyses for the boundary condition with tensile axis rotation restricted.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 3. Comparison between finite strain and small strain predictions for boundary condition with tensile axis rotation permitted. (a) Nominal tensile stress versus nominal tensile strain and (b) evolution of dislocation density with nominal strain.} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 4. Contours of the lattice rotation } \phi^* \text{ and the dislocation structure at } U/H = 0.05 \text{ as predicted by (a) finite strain and (b) small strain analyses for the boundary condition with tensile axis rotation permitted.} \]

A positive $\phi^*$ corresponds to a counter-clockwise rotation.
response of the crystal, with boundary condition (ii) described above, are plotted in Fig. 3. Both the small and finite deformation analyses predict an initial peak stress of \( \approx 95 \) MPa. Subsequently, the small strain analysis predicts an ideally plastic response with a flow strength \( \approx 78 \) MPa. On the other hand, the finite strain analysis predicts a hardening response up to \( U/H \approx 0.035 \), beyond which \( \sigma_{\text{nom}} \) is seen to remain approximately constant at \( \approx 84 \) MPa. The predictions of the evolution of \( \rho_{\text{dis}} \), with \( U/H \) are shown in Fig. 3b. While the finite strain analysis predicts that \( \rho_{\text{dis}} \) increases with \( U/H \) and rises to approximately 200 \( \mu \text{m}^{-2} \) at \( U/H = 0.05 \), the small strain analysis predicts an almost constant dislocation density of about 4 \( \mu \text{m}^{-2} \).

To rationalize these differences, the dislocation structures and contours of the lattice rotation \( \phi^* \), at \( U/H = 0.05 \) are plotted in Fig. 4a and b corresponding to the finite and small strain analyses, respectively. Large lattice rotations, \( \phi^* \approx -0.03 \), are seen to develop in a band at \( \theta \approx -45^\circ \) with respect to the \( x_1 \) axis in the finite strain calculations. The finite strain analysis accounts for the effect of geometrically changes on the momentum balance and thus the applied tensile stress induces bending moments in the specimen due to the deformations seen in Fig. 4a. These bending moments in turn induce the lattice curvature which results in the high dislocation density. Note that the lattice rotations with the tensile axis rotation permitted boundary condition are much smaller than those in Fig. 2a. In contrast to the finite strain predictions, no bending moments are induced in the small strain analysis as the framework does not include the effect of geometry changes on the momentum balance. Thus, the lattice rotations are seen to be negligible in the small strain analysis. The very low dislocation density predicted by the small strain analysis arises because the dislocations that are nucleated, exit this very small specimen very quickly with no dislocation storage due to the absence of induced strain gradients. On the other hand, shape changes induce bending moments in the finite strain analysis giving rise to lattice curvature, a build-up of dislocations, and a mildly hardening response.
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